London Renaissance Seminar Book Talk

Living in a Material World

23 November 6-8
Room 106 School of Arts, Birkbeck College, 43 Gordon Square

Sara Pennell will introduce *A Day at Home in Early Modern England* by Tara Hamling and Catherine Richardson
and

Wine will be served. The authors will attend.

LRS holds book talks with the aim of responding to recent texts and marking their entry into the field. The books are introduced and then we have a more general discussion.

The London Renaissance Seminar (LRS) is a forum for the discussion of all aspects of early modern history, literature, and culture. It meets regularly at Birkbeck School of Arts, 43 Gordon Square. Anyone with a serious academic interest in the Renaissance is welcome and no registration is necessary.

For further information about this seminar contact Elizabeth Scott-Baumann elizabeth.scott-baumann@kcl.ac.uk and Sue Wiseman: s.wiseman@bbk.ac.uk. To join the LRS mailing list, please contact Tom Healy: t.f.healy@sussex.ac.uk. Twitter: @LondRenaissance